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Preface by Alexander Rinnooy Kan

Thank you for attending the eleventh edition of the Amsterdam Science & Innovation 
Award. I am very happy to be involved for the third time as chairman of the jury. Over 
the past years the prize has become a prestigious Amsterdam award and is now open to 
researchers and students of all universities, colleges and research institutes throughout 
Amsterdam. More than 350 innovative ideas have been submitted for the award since 
its launch. Many of them have led to practical applications and formed the basis for new 
companies. 

This demonstrates the importance of this innovation award: it is an attractive way to 
visualize the innovations from knowledge institutes but even more to turn these bright 
ideas into tangible results that in one form or another can benefit society. And that is 
what it is all about: to offer solutions for the challenges society is facing. This year the 
submitted innovations and new technologies again offer breakthrough solutions for a 
variety of social issues. The innovations vary from new medical devices to an online tool 
for psychological analysis to ideas relevant to the creative industries. 

To help researchers turn their ideas into reality we introduced a new element in the 
event: the Science meets Business program, a matchmaking event in which speed dates 
have been initiated between researchers, entrepreneurs and investors. In this way 
businesses can be introduced to the latest innovations and technologies, and researchers 
have the opportunity to see how their innovations could be used in everyday life. The 
goal of the event is to boost collaboration between knowledge institutes and businesses. 
This aim fits in well with the City of Amsterdam’s long-term ambition to promote know-
ledge and innovation.

To showcase the beautiful ideas that come from the universities, colleges and research 
institutes, we have included a selection in this booklet. We hope this selection will spark 
new ideas, boost new initiatives and stimulate more collaborations between research 
and industry. 

Prof. dr. Alexander Rinnooy Kan
Chairman of the Jury
Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2016
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Program Science & Business event and festive finale
26 May 2016

Science & Business program
Upper common room
12:45  Doors open 
13:15  Opening by Kajsa Ollongren, Alderperson Economic Affairs of the City of Amsterdam 
13:25  Speakers Kevin and Neil, founders of Supreme Dutch and participants for the Award in 2014 

Lower common room
13:35  Science meets Business Event 
14:45  Break until start festive finale 

Finale & award ceremony
Lower common room
14:30  Doors open 
15:00  Welcome and opening by Murray Pratt, dean of the Amsterdam University College 
15:05  Keynote speaker: Debashish Bhattacharjee, Group Director R&D of Tata Steel Smarter steel, a 
stronger world 
15:25  Introduction by Alexander Rinnooy Kan, UvA University Professor and chairman of the jury 
15:30  Pitches of the ten finalists: 

xx Etto Eringa | The intelligent fat monitor: keeping track of lean and obese blood vessels at home

xx Bram Schermers | MaMaLoc: Magnetic Marker Localization for Breast Cancer Surgery

xx Henrik Cornelisson van de Ven | Reflectron Modulation Interface (ReMI) - Making the incompatible  

 compatible in analytical chemistry

xx Mark Schuuring | Mobile health in patients with congenital heart disease

xx Derk Arts | MyConsent: an online platform that will revolutionize the way control over data is 

 managed 

xx Arend Kolk | A handheld device for the diagnosis of tuberculosis 

xx Margreet Riphagen | Sausage Machine

xx Hedy Folkersma | Hydrocephalus Early Advanced Diagnostics (HEAD) 

xx Marte Otten | The feeling-thermometer: an online version of the Implicit Association Task to measure

 people’s evaluations and associations

xx Steven William de Taeye | Stability: the key to an HIV vaccine

16:30  Jury deliberation & Interlude with Illusionist Jan Reinder 
17:00  Announcement of the winners and award ceremony 
17:15  Drinks and an opportunity to meet the speakers and the other guests
18:00  End of program

Introduction

We are proud to present you this booklet with a selection of the ideas that have been 
submitted for the Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2016. The quality of the ideas 
was very high and very diverse. In this booklet you can read about the innovative ideas 
and the researchers behind them. 

The Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award is a yearly contest for the most innovative 
idea with a social and/or commercial impact arising from research. The award is open for 
researchers and students of all Amsterdam knowledge and research institutes. This res-
ulted in a big variety of ideas, which we heartedly welcomed. We hope to welcome more 
institutes each year to join us in this program.  

We are very happy with the jury of this year, a selection of professionals, all highly valued 
in their own field of work. They have the hard task to select the most innovative idea of 
2016. This year’s jury exists of:

• Prof. Alexander Rinnooy Kan, UvA University Professor and chairman of the jury

• Joris Tinbergen, director of Thauris

• Dr. Marja Zonnevylle, General Manager Gas Processing at Shell

• Mark van Vugt, Professor of Psychology at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and University of Oxford

• Martine Coene, Professor of Applied Linguistics at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and winner of 2015 

together with Paul Govaerts, Speech Coding & Assistive Hearing Technologies, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

• Yigal Pinto, Academic Medical Center, professor department of Cardiology, co-founder of ACS Biomarker

• Janine Huizenga, chair of the E-Culture Advisory Committee of the Creative Industries Fund Netherlands

In the following pages you can find the finalists who will compete for this years 
Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award, the High potential Award and the Audience 
Award and furthermore you find a selection of all the innovative ideas that have been 
submitted. 

We hope to inspire you with these innovative ideas. 

The award is organized by Innovation Exchange Amsterdam (IXA) the valorisation centre 
of AMC, UvA, HvA, VU and VUmc in cooperation with the City of Amsterdam. 
Partners of the award are Amsterdam Science Park, Sanquin, AMOLF, NKI, CWI and 
Nikhef. This year the Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award is part of the Startup Fest 
Europe. Sponsors of the award are Rabobank Amsterdam and ERAC.
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On Thursday, 21 April the jury, chaired by Alexander Rinnooy Kan, selected the 10 finalists for the 
Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2016. The organisation received over 60 innovative ideas 
from the Amsterdam universities, universities of applied sciences, academic hospitals and research 
institutes. The jury had the difficult task to select ten finalists. The quality of the ideas was very 
high and very diverse.

The ten finalists are:

Marte Otten | UvA - Brain & Cognition, FMG
The feeling-thermometer: an online version of the Implicit Association Task to measure people’s 
evaluations and associations
Mark Schuuring | AMC - Cardiology
Mobile health in patients with congenital heart disease
Derk Arts | AMC - Medical Informatics
MyConsent: an online platform that will revolutionize the way control over data is 
managed
Steven William de Taeye (Alba Torrents de la Peña) | AMC - Department of Medical Microbiology
Stability: the key to an HIV vaccine
Bram Schermers (Prof T.J.M. Ruers) | NKI - AvL - Surgery
MaMaLoc: Magnetic Marker Localization for Breast Cancer Surgery
Arend Kolk (Hans-Gerd Janssen & Marta Mourao) | UvA - Faculty of Science HIMS
A handheld device for the diagnosis of tuberculosis
Etto Eringa | VUmc - Physiology
The intelligent fat monitor: keeping track of lean and obese blood vessels at home
Margreet Riphagen (Miriam Rasch, Lucia Dossin, Jess van Zyl) | HvA - Faculty Digital Media and 
Creative Industries
Sausage Machine
Hedy Folkersma (Jeroen de Mast & Roberto Dijo) | UvA-AMC - Health care & Neurosurgery
Hydrocephalus Early Advanced Diagnostics (HEAD)
Henrik Cornelisson van de Ven | UvA - Faculty of Science HIMS
Reflectron Modulation Interface (ReMI) - Making the incompatible compatible in  
analytical chemistry

Finalists Amsterdam Science & Innovation Award 2016
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Innovative ideas in the social  
sciences and humanities

Prejudice determines memory
It is known that memory can turn unreliable leading to possible problems in  
different areas, such as unreliable testimonies, but also quick decisions based 
on wrongly remembered information (in traffic, or in sports). The current 
proposal will shed light on the principles driving the formation of illusions in 
memory, and how these illusions can be reduced. This will improve testimonies 
(especially important for police officers) but may also improve quick decisions 
in traffic. The suggested solution would most likely involve attentional training. 
But it could also involve other strategies, such as raising awareness of prejudice 
and recognizing situations where prejudice may play a large role.

Yair Pinto obtained his masters in Physics, and went on to get a PhD in Cognitive 
Psychology. He has received several major international grants and has published 
numerous manuscripts in international, peer reviewed, scientific journals. Furthermore 
he recently has worked as a research fellow at the prestigious Harvard University in 
Cambridge, MA, US. He is currently employed as a research fellow at the University of 
Amsterdam.

Appanova is an empowering web and mobile application that allows busi-
nesses, researchers and consumers to conduct cause and effect experiments 
without needing prior knowledge of how to design, execute or analyse a  
statistically valid experiment.
Few companies have the technical skills or large data harvesting capabilities to
implement a full-scale analytics program. Even firms that make big investments 
in analytics often find the results difficult to interpret, subject to limitations, or 
hard to use to immediately improve their bottom line. Researchers, scientists 
and students know that conducting an experimental design is not easy. The 
labour intensive administration of carrying out an experiment is very cumber-
some, error prone, and requires extremely disciplined bookkeeping.
Consumers base their decisions about life on assumptions and intuition. When 
it comes to diet, nutrition, exercise, time management, and just about every 
facet of life, they rely on conjecture instead of relevant, fact-based data. 
Appanova is a versatile application that will provide “next step” advice, record 
the results, assist in analyzing the outcomes, help with interpretation of the 
data, present the results in a visually accessible format and provide recom-
mendations for how to proceed.

Appanova

Appanova has been developed by Dr. Raoul Grasman and John 
Clancy. 

Dr. Grasman is an Assistant Professor in Statistics at the University 
of Amsterdam. He has a PhD in biomedical engineering, and formal 
training in cognitive neuroscience and artificial intelligence. 
John Clancy is a Digital Consultant and Lecturer at inHolland  
University specializing in marketing and communications. He holds a 
BA in Marketing.

Self Experimentation Framework

Self Experiment 1 
1. DeÞne goal 
2. Identify key 

measurements 
and potential 
inßuencers 

3. Start systematic 
variation

End Experiment 
1. Record results 
2. What changed 
3. What did you 

learn?

- - - - | - - - - | - - - - | - - - - | - - - - | - - - -
check-in 1 check-in 2 check-in 3

high protein        low protein        high protein       low protein          high protein       low protein

I want to be Þt

appanova entry

APPANOVA

Ideas in the social sciences & humanities
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A customizable Text-to-Color application gives the researcher or 
therapist the ability to easily chose the text-to-color mappings in 

order to fit individual needs and preferences.  

Reading deficits present in dyslexia can be alleviated by reading 
text with colored letters and words. 

Alleviating Dyslexia by Reading in Color

aea   aea  aea

Color gives a visual ‘pop-out’ effect on text. 
Color draws attention and aids with gaze fixation. 

Olympia Colizoli & Peter Tamboer
Department of Psychology, University of Amsterdam

Letter shape to color Letter shape to color (all)

The lamp once out
Cool stars enter
The window frame.

- Natsume Soseki

The lamp once out
Cool stars enter
The window frame.

- Natsume Soseki

Word position to color

Letter position to color (inside)

Word shape to color

Letter position to color (outside)

The lamp once out
Cool stars enter
The window frame.

- Natsume Soseki

The lamp once out
Cool stars enter
The window frame.

- Natsume Soseki

The lamp once out
Cool stars enter
The window frame.

- Natsume Soseki

The lamp once out
Cool stars enter
The window frame.

- Natsume Soseki

Example mappings for problems with visual attention and gaze fixation

Example mappings for orthographic problems recognizing letters

‘Reading in color’ is an innovative training technique developed as part of the 
PhD work of Olympia Colizoli at the Brain and Cognition group of the Depart-
ment of Psychology at the University of Amsterdam. Associations between 
concepts (letters) and sensory representations (colors) are formed implicitly by 
reading text with colored letters. Colizoli has partnered with PhD student, Peter 
Tamboer, to develop an exciting new way of alleviating dyslexia, the reading 
disorder affecting 10% of our population. 

Reading deficits seen in dyslexia may be alleviated by simply reading text that 
has been colored in certain ways, and this approach would not require ad-
ditional training or time for the individual to benefit. To further research the 
specific effects of the training, an app will be developed in order to gather data 
and partnerships formed with both schools and dyslexia institutions interested 
in supporting research and exploring applications of the future. Colizoli has 
proved to be an innovative researcher with a heart for real problems during her 
PhD and post doc work. She is now extremely motivated in bringing her 
synesthesia research and new training and software applications to the real 
world.

This project is initiated by Olympia Colizoli 
& Peter Tamboer of the Brain and Cognition 
group of the Department of Psychology at the 
University of Amsterdam.

Alleviating dyslexia by reading in color
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Establishing an online multiform network to contest the dominant framing of 
the ‘Greek’ crisis in its various aspects and in its intertwinement with other 
global phenomena (such as the current refugee crisis). This platform offers an 
open access database of accurate sources on the issue and brings together 
highly-qualified academics and professionals with knowledge pertaining to 
Greece in crisis, in close collaboration with the Dutch and Belgian media. The 
platform could form a model for other ‘reframing’ fora.

An often over-simplified and one-sided framing of the crisis in Greece during 
the last six years, in much mainstream news coverage by the Dutch media. 
A deep-rooted crisis in Europe, with an international basis, is predominantly 
presented as a Greek crisis, notwithstanding the inherent pathogenesis of the 
modern Greek political system. There is little emphasis on the socio-economic 
and cultural consequences of this crisis for Greece and its people. Stereotyping 
and the discursive construction of ‘enemies’ (the Greeks, the refugees) takes 
place on a daily basis in the Dutch news coverage.
 
The online platform www.nieuwgrieksestudies.nl, creates public space for 
alternative narratives. It offers academics and professionals with knowledge of 
the current situation in Greece the chance to present their research, express 
their ideas and disseminate their knowledge.

Dutch-Greek Media-circle: reframing the  
debate

Tatiana Markaki, Senior Lecturer 
Modern Greek language and cul-
ture, Universiteit van Amsterdam. 
Chair Dutch Society for Modern 
Greek Studies (NGNS); 
Cofounder Dutch-Greek 
Media-circle. Board member 
Central Works Council (COR), 
University of Amsterdam.

 
 

 

 

 

 

Ideas in the social sciences & humanitiesIdeas in the social sciences & humanities
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Addressing complex challenges such as climate change, global health, and 
human rights, demands collaboration between governments, companies and 
civil society. Such collaborations – often called multistakeholder partnerships – 
are increasingly emerging presenting creative and innovative solutions to global 
problems. However, while some partnerships have been game-changers in 
addressing issues such as polio, most are performing below their full potential 
or even failing. Considering the growing importance for partnerships to address 
global issues, we need to improve their performance urgently. We suggest to 
create an application (app) called ‘Partner.Up!’ with global reach, accessible 
from computers, mobiles and tables, which enables managers and stakeholders 
to create, manage, evaluate and improve the performance of multistakeholder 
partnerships. The content of the app is based on our research on partnerships, 
identifying 9 building-blocks for success. The building-blocks provide concrete 
recommendations on selecting actors, managing process and considering the 
context of partnerships, and is the culmination of 15 years of research into what 
makes a multistakeholder partnership succeed or fail. It features a science- 
based approach to enhance partnerships by translating academic research into 
practical knowledge and present it through an easily accessible and 
user-friendly environment. The app will also provide a dialogue platform for 
practitioners and researchers to exchange knowledge and insights, creating a 
learning forum for future partnerships.

Partner.Up! 
An app supporting science-based manage-
ment of multistakeholder partnerships

This proposal is presented by Oscar Widerberg, 
PhD Candidate, and Philipp Pattberg, Professor 
in Transnational Environmental Governance and 
Policy, both at the Department of Environmental 
Policy Analysis, Institute for Environmental Studies 
(IVM) at the Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences 
(FALW), Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

Multistakeholder 
Partnership

Global Problem

Solutions
(low success rate)

NGO

State

Corp.

With this we can guide 
multistakeholder 
partnerships 
to success 

Broader audience: Partner.UP!

Corporation

NGO

State

Select Type:

Partner.UP!

Platform for 
science-based 
management of
multistakeholder 
partnership.

A desicion-tree app and online platform to guide 
multistakeholder partnerships.

Triple-win benefits

Societal Commercial Academic

Current scenario

Partner.UP! An application (app) for computers, tablets and 
mobiles, supporting organizations to design, manage 
and evaluate collaborative initiatives for solving 
sustainability challenges.

Amsterdam Science & 
Innovation Award 2016

Future scenario
From succesful partnerships 
we’ve destilled 9 building-blocks

NGO Corp.State

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ideas in the social sciences & humanitiesIdeas in the social sciences & humanities
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Ideas in the social sciences & humanities

Polling has become an intractable part of our society. Local and national  
governments want to know whether their policies are well received by the 
public. Politicians shape their ideas so as to fit the current opinions of their 
supporters. Companies want to test which products appeal, and which do not. 
As a social neuroscientist with 15 years of experience in exploring people’s 
true feelings and opinions, I have found that the Implicit Association Task (IAT), 
provides an amazing tool to chart other peoples’ minds, and I want to share this 
task with the world by implementing it in an online app. In the task, timed  
responses to words and/or pictures reveal and quantify internal feelings. The 
IAT is versatile, and can easily be adapted to measure associations between a 
wide range of concepts, or to test what people think about products.
 
This tool will provide a major step forward for anyone who is interested in 
knowing what their target audience thinks. Because, sure, to find out what 
people are thinking, you can just ask them what they think. And yet, we know 
that asking people questions does not always provide real answers. On  
sensitive topics, people might provide answers that they deem acceptable, but 
that might not represent their true thoughts or feelings. On complicated topics, 
people might find it hard to formulate their opinions. Using an easy-to-imple-
ment and fun-to-use IAT will provide companies and governments an innovative 
way to provide a strong and reliable, quantitative baseline for their strategies 
and policies.

Marte Otten is researcher at the Brain and Cognition 
group of the University of Amsterdam.

The feeling-thermometer: an online version 
of the Implicit Association Task to measure 
people’s evaluations and association

Finalist

ReMI makes incompatible approaches compatible for liquid analytical chemistry 
techniques. ReMI is a device that facilitates combinations of liquid chemical 
analysis instrumentation by transferring chemical fractions of interest from one 
medium to another. By being able to choose a liquid medium in such a fashion,
combinatorial analysis approaches can now be envisioned that were not feas-
ible before. This prospect of new combinations of analysis instruments opens 
up a world of possibilities for everyone who relies on chemical information in 
their research. Two processes can be consolidated into one, saving time and 
money, or instruments that provide complementary information could be 
coupled to provide completely new scientific insights.

Innovative ideas in the bèta and 
technical domain

Reflectron Modulation Interface (ReMI) 
Making the incompatible compatible in  
analytical chemistry

Henrik Cornelisson van de Ven is a student HIMS at the 
University of Amsterdam.

Finalist

ReMI’s patented principle works on 
the temperature effect on reten-
tion in Liquid Chromatoraphy and 
is currently in advanced prototype 
form at the Analytical Chemistry 
group at the University of 
Amsterdam. The scientists respons-
ible for its invention are searching 
for partners that are interested 
in developing applications and 
bringing ReMI as a standalone 
device or an instrument add-on to 
the market.
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A handheld device for the diagnosis of  
tuberculosis

Tuberculosis poses a significant challenge with 1.5 million deaths from TB in 
2013. The recent shifts of populations of refugees and their poor living 
conditions substantially increase the risks of tuberculosis.
Early diagnosis and appropriate treatment would substantially impact on the 
number and quality of life of TB patients and reduce disease spread.
Our plan is to build a handheld device based on gas chromatography, which 
combines our advanced (yet simple) sample preparation method and a simple 
detector e.g. flame ionisation detector or pulse discharge detector. The device 
will enable rapid diagnosis of TB.  

Companies collaborating with us would be helping to solve a substantial public 
health problem. They would be able to develop the technology for the 
diagnosis of other diseases. Our device would also be of interest to pharma-
ceutical companies seeking early signs of response to their treatments in clinical 
trials.

Dr. Arend Kolk (University of Amsterdam) is an interna-
tionally regarded biochemist with wide experience in the 
development of TB diagnostics, on which he has 
published extensively. He has worked closely with 
Professor Janssen to develop modern analytical methods 
for TB diagnosis.

Prof Hans-Gerd Janssen is an internationally recognized 
expert in Chromatography. He is the group leader in 

HoloConscious: A new step in smart 
environments

Nowadays many elderly people live alone and are exposed for dangerous 
situations, when their physiologic capacities decrease. They also expose their 
neighbors to potential risks, e.g. put fire in home. The market offers many smart 
gadgets for various applications, even some systems called “smart homes”. They 
tend be expensive and focused in specific tasks. In all cases, they present hard-
code solutions and don’t have capacity to connect with traditional equipments, 
what limits their actuation, the level of assertively and make them invasive.

A network of smart plugs with capacity of process information, communicate 
each other and send reports to a controller and a cloud system. The smart plugs 
act over the environment transforming traditional equipments in smart equip-
ments. Besides, they add to the network other smart gadgets with low power of 
process information. The hardware proposed uses wireless and is cheaper than 
most hardwares in the market. The solution provides a conscious network with 
3 levels of autonomous decisions. That feature enables the system to update 
their beliefs along time, becoming fitted for each environment and person in 
such way that the system works surround and imperceptible, avoiding 
dangerous situations or helping humans in case of accidents. More than this, 
the system save electric energy, with no intrusive actions. It can be used in 
homes or offices for both reasons: energy safe and avoid incidents. The last 
benefit is a huge data bases made tracked by the profile of users when they use 
the system.

Daniel Formolo, PhD Student in Behavioural 
Informatics group at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 
Graduated and master in computer science; technician 
in industrial automation; more than 15 years develop-
ing projects related to hardware and embedded soft-
ware; part time professor at Unisinos University and 
participating of research projects evolving universities 
or universities and companies.

Ideas in the bèta and technical domain

Analytical Chemistry at Unilever Research, Vlaardingen, the Netherlands and part-time 
Professor in Biomacromolecular Separations at the University of Amsterdam. He is an 
expert in transferring academic findings into methods that deliver results to industry and 
society.

Drs Marta Mourao is a PhD student working on the identification and detection of 
Biomarkers for tuberculosis using LC-GC-MS.

Ideas in the bèta and technical domain

Finalist
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Automated video creation
Web applications such as YouTube has democratized access of media sharing for 
artists as well as normal people. The number of videos uploaded on YouTube 
have increased by orders of magnitude per year and the trend will continue 
as more people start accessing web. These videos if shot professionally cost 
around $400 for 5 minute performance. If not shot professionally the quality of 
videos could be really bad as seen in many videos.
Our idea is automating the process of quality video creation by using software 
and simple hardware setup, so that artists can create better videos at their own 
control, at a fraction of the cost of professional video creation services. This 
idea has a lot of potential as it gives artists freedom to have a control over their 
media creation at much lesser cost. The setup will involve customized web-cam 
setup and software to create better videos.
 

Mrunal Gawade (Centrum voor Wiskunde en 
Informatica) has a PhD in Database Architectures in 
Computer Science, where he worked with multi-core pro-
cessors and query parallelization. I am much fascinated 
by interplay of hardware and software based solutions, 
towards interesting problems. I keep on playing with 
different prototype ideas that involve mostly intelligent 
systems orientation. 
One of my senior colleagues is also a researcher, and 
has a background in machine learning and intelligent 
systems.

Innovative ideas in the creative 
sector

Sausage Machine
Digitalization is turning the publishing field upside down! More and more 
people use mobile devices to read books and magazines and the coming years 
this way of information processing will dominate the market. Publishers can’t 
stay behind in relation to digital publishing. ‘Going electronic’ – or going hybrid 
– requires changing the way one works during the publishing process, from 
delivered manuscript to final publication. The software tools currently in use, 
from word processors such as Microsoft Word to desktop publishing (DTP) 
suites such as Adobe InDesign, were created for the world of analogue print 
and desktop publishing. The Sausage Machine is an experimental system meant 
to facilitate hybrid text production. This means that you can upload your text 
files and choose multiple outputs for it whether that is ePub (for reading on 
your e-reader or mobile), icml (for InDesign print workflows) or html (for web). 
It builds upon the Hybrid Publishing Toolkit – an effort by a number of research-
ers and practitioners engaged in various forms of contemporary cross-media 
publishing. It will make everyone’s life so much easier. No specific expertise 
of digital technology, or indeed traditional publishing technology, is required. 
The Sausage Machine is currently in available beta version. Its skeleton of the 
project is there, but there are still things to continue with. 

The PublishingLab is a research lab working at the inter-
section of publishing and digital technology. We work on 
several projects in the broad range of the field: the future 
of journalism, open access and libraries, EPUB develop-
ment, art writing in an online world and much more. We 
work with practical experiments in collaboration with 
partners from the creative industries such as newspaper 
and magazine publishers, art publications, designers and 
developers. 

The initial concept for the Sausage Machine was conceived and implemented by former 
PublishingLab employee Gottfried Haider. Future development will be undertaken by the 
Sausage Machine team: Margreet Riphagen – coordinator PublishingLab, projectlead; 
Miriam Rasch – researcher Institute of Network Cultures, Lucia Dossin – Developer Pub-
lishingLab and Jess van Zyl – Freelance Designer.

Ideas in the bèta and technical domain

Finalist
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Simulation-based Prediction and
Analysis of Collective Emotional States

The emergence of aggressive behaviour in crowds is not uncommon and is 
typically unpredictable and difficult to control. Since the availability of guardi-
ans for the prevention of aggression is typically limited, it would be useful if the 
emergence of unwanted behaviour could somehow be predicted. This project 
presents a novel approach to predict the emergence of aggressive behaviour 
in crowds, based on a combination of sentiment analysis and agent-based 
simulation. The main idea is to use information from social media (in particular 
Twitter), analyse the sentiment of the messages and feed the resulting senti-
ments into a simulation model of social contagion. Based on these simulations, 
the system should be able to predict when and where unwanted behaviour will 
occur.

Dr.mr. Charlotte Gerritsen is a postdoc researcher 
at the Netherlands Institute for the Study of 
Crime and Law Enforcement. Her specialisation is 
computational criminology; she uses techniques 
from the field of Artificial Intelligence to help an-
swer criminological questions. Her main research 
interests are crowd management and VR-based 
applications for learning purposes. 

Dr. Tibor Bosse is Associate Professor in the Behavioural Informatics Group at the Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam. He studies the design, implementation and evaluation of intelli-
gent computational systems that analyse, simulate or influence human behaviour. 
Examples of such systems include smartphone applications to help people adopt a 
healthier lifestyle, virtual reality-based training environments for security personnel, and 
social robots to support patients with mental health disorders.

PLANQ

Dennis Teeuw & Anton Teeuw, Students Bouwkunde, HvA

We as PLANQ create interior solutions out of natural (waste) materials. We offer 
creative and nice designs with an inspiring and problem-solving story behind it. 
This gives the client or partners a functional interior solution. Which conveys 
the company’s environmental awareness.
I would like to introduce us as an ambitious and dedicated twin. We actually are 
building engineers but with the creativity, environmental awareness and innov-
ation skills, this makes us a set of sustainable entrepreneurs!

Ideas in the creative sector Ideas in the creative sector
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Smart Fashion Production
Identified problem: Mass production in the fast fashion industry leads to 
overproduction. The current construction method of garments requires 
extensive hand work, which is mainly done in low-wage-countries in bad labour 
conditions.
Proposed Solution: Smart Fashion Production is a proposal of a production 
street for the fashion industry, that enables on-demand digital fabrication of 
made-to-measure garments. Made-to-measure garments produced directly in 
a tree-dimensional-shape puts an end to the amount of cutting waste and hand 
work. With a made-to-demand customer model it eliminates overproduction.

Laura Duncker MSc. (HvA) Graduated in 2013 with a 
master in Industrial Design at Eindhoven University of 
Technology. With a focus on interactive product service 
systems, in the Wearable Senses lab. She is specialized 
in interaction with integrated technology in garments, 
working with and for fashion designers. Currently re-
searcher smart garment design, within the Fashion 
Research & Technology research group, associated to 
the Amsterdam Fashion Institute.

Karin Vlug BA. Graduated in 2014 at ArtEZ Institute of the Arts, in Fashion Design. With 
her collection – One Square Fits All – she has won the Frans Molenaar Couture Award 
2014. As a designer she is fascinated by production techniques beyond the fashion in-
dustry. Both her research project Smart Fashion Production and her collections are based 
on developing more sustainable and smarter production and design methods for the 
fashion industry.

Backseat Travellers
The problem is that the length of the concentration of children is not as long as 
the duration of trips by car. When children lose their concentration or interest, 
they will become bored quickly and start to annoy their sibling(s) and/or their 
parent(s). These distractions and confrontations with the children can lead to 
dangerous situations on the road and to a less enjoyable holiday experience.

We offer a huge opportunity in an untouched segment. Companies will 
support the development of children during the holiday season, and will also 
help the parents being better prepared to long car trips. In this way they will 
target future clients by making them accustomed with the brand in a fun way, 
but also gain new clients or keep loyal clients (parents). Companies cooperat-
ing with us will become associated with an enjoyable game and an even better 
holiday.

Our team consists of Dennis van Aarssen 
(HvA), a student for communication. His 
task will be to create marketingstrategies 
and the plans to execute these strategies.

Leandro van Kuijk, a student for marketing, 
trade and sales. He will be the accountand 
salesmanager for the team. He will commu-
nicate with partners.

Steven Kramer is a student for Art and Tech-
nology. He will be the strategic manager and he will be doing market research for our 
start up. BartJan Steerenberg is the creator of the app. He will be designing new features 
and create new routes for the app to expand the possibilities in the app.

Ideas in the creative sector Ideas in the creative sector
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Innovative Public-Private Partnership Models 
in the Cultural Sector

SUKI (R.S. de BOER )                                                           THE CULTURAL ENGINEERS  (TCE)                                                                   AmSIA 2016

€ PAY TO GET DATA

DNA-SCAN (consultancy)

DESIGN SCENARIO (design)

CLASSIC PPP MODEL

DATA-HUB (technology)

INSPIRATION  FOR THIS START-UP
FINDING A SOLUTION FOR

TCE SEARCHES THIRD PARTY 

FOUND DNA MATCHING DNASCAN

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

DATA / KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION

TCE ADDS THIRD PARTY
TO CREATE BALANCE

PUBLIC PARTY

THIRD PARTY

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP 
(PPP)

TCE CONNECTOR

PPP

LIBRARY

UNIVERSITY

ART ACADEMY

DATA / KNOWLEDGE OF PPP RESEARCH

TCE IT-DRIVEN DATA-HUB

PRIVATE  PARTY 
(CLIENT)

TCE DNA-SCAN

THIRD PARTY

OUTCOME NON-MATCHING DNA

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CUSTOMIZED MODELS FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN THE CULTURAL SECTOR 

THIRD PARTY CONDUCTS 
RESEARCH ON PPP

Suki de Boer, Researcher Faculty of Humanities, 
Department of Art History, Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam

The challenge is to create new innovative models for public-private partnerships 
(PPP), which are open for additional collaboration with a third party to create 
balance and generate new knowledge.

Traditional PPP-models simply tend to turn into unilateral sponsorship, which 
may compromise to a great deal the integrity of the public party involved. By 
adding a knowledge institute as third party to PPP and via connecting all through 
technology, the public and private interests of the initial two involved parties can 
be balanced.

Ideas in the creative sector

Queer Readings of the Hebrew Bible

Karin Hügel is a PhD candidate at the University of Amster-
dam and member of the Amsterdam School for Culture and 
History working on queer readings of the Hebrew Bible, com-
pare my personal website http://www.uva.nl/profile/k.hugel.

Diverse queer people still live in more or less homophobic societies in Europe 
and are confronted with heterosexist arguments from conservative represent-
atives of different religious associations that are based on special biblical texts. 
In order to avoid heteronormativity I introduce several ways of queer readings 
that will be applied to selected passages of the Hebrew Bible. 
My queer interpretations contribute to the goal altogether of producing more 
queer ways of living.

Ideas in the creative sector
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Innovative ideas in the IT sector

Open Data Market
“Data is the new Oil” according to top investors in Silicon Valley. Similar to oil, 
data must first be extracted and enriched before it becomes valuable. The big 
hurdle towards a new data-centric economy is that most of today’s data is not 
actionable: the data is there in some form, but it cannot be meaningfully acted 
upon within a production process or organization. The current barrier to know-
ledge reuse is that it is simply too difficult to publish and consume data online. 
What we need is a free and online publication and sharing platform where data 
can be used directly. Open Data Market is this platform. It builds on established 
research innovations that we have conducted over the last three years in our 

Wouter Beek, Researcher, FEW, Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam

Knowledge, Reasoning & Representation research group, part of Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam. We have already received ample academic recognition 
for our work, culminating in the LOD Laundromat (lodlaundromat.org), an infra-
structure that extracts tens of billions of reusable facts from the entire Web. We 
are in a unique position where we can position Open Data Market in order to 
fill a clearly definable spot in today’s commercial offering for data-related Web 
Services. We need your help in positioning our data extraction and enrichment 
product into the market. We want to further tune the system to real-world 
requirements, show the overall viability of the system and make the data 

A financial runner app: Linking personal beha-
vior data with open financial and investment 
data for improved user engagement

We offer you our expertise in modeling your key information in a way that it be-
comes machine readable, compliant with the latest international web standards. 
This enables you to profit from our second expertise: tailored, but large scale 
enrichment of your information by linking it against all relevant open data
sources from third parties around the globe. Finally, we have great expertise in 
quickly designing and developing innovative web interfaces that deploy the en-
riched data to help you and your employees to capitalize on the core knowledge 
available in and outside your organization

Jacco van Ossenbruggen, Laura Hollink & Jan Wielemaker
Researchers Information Access research group, Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica

Ideas in the IT sector

collection even richer and more unique. 
As a first-round user we will assist 
you in building at least one non-trivial 
application over your data assets, 
enriched with open data from all over 
the Web.
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StudentResearch
My name is Hassina Bahadurzada and I am a medical student at the University of 
Amsterdam. StudentResearch helps scientific institutions and businesses regain 
access to the talent of tomorrow. It offers a clear scientific platform for all 
interested students past and makes science interest led again.

Hassina Bahadurzada, medical student, 
University of Amsterdam. 

O-et-O: Deep Formal Learning
O-et-O is a brand new research oriented startup exploring new approaches of 
learning, especially Formal Learning and Meta Learning. 

In short, we deal with two concepts: “learn to do” and “learn to learn”. We aim 
at improving the learning capability of robots and software by combining formal 
learning and meta learning with automatic programming. Applications include 
robots that can learn to use new tools, software packages that can adapt to 
new/updated APIs while maintaining without human interaction, and more. 
We are currently actively carrying out research on action learning for individual 
robots and robot groups in simulation.

Shuai Wang, Student ILLC, University of Amsterdam.
We are a team of four specialised in formal reasoning, 
deep learning, machine learning and robotics.
www.o-et-o.com
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MyConsent: an online platform that will revo-
lutionize the way control over data is managed

We are a group of researchers who wish to unlock the full potential of research 
data, reducing costs and improving quality of research and healthcare overall. 
We propose MyConsent: an online platform that will revolutionize the way con-
trol over personal data is managed. It offers the participant (patient) one online 
location where consent for usage of research data can be managed. Currently 
many datasets cannot be (re)used due to ethical restrictions. Recent European 
legislation has exacerbated this issue. We are offering a solution to this issue by 
leveraging technology. We will put the patient in control of their data. This will 
allow the potential user of these data to easily ask for consent and use it in a way 
that is allowed within the current ethical and legal framework. 

MyConsent will unlock the full potential of existing and newly created datasets 
throughout the research and corporate worlds. Participating corporate parties 
can directly contribute to (medical) research and thus have a definite impact on 
society. Furthermore, allowing the data owner to decide what can and cannot 
be done with their data will be a great way for a corporate parties to distinguish 
themselves from the field.

Derks Arts, MD, Researcher Medical informatics, 
Academic Medical Center

Sensing User Experience: quantifying user 
experience using biosensors

In the current experience economy, it is essential to find new and more reli-
able manners for quantifying the user experience of consumers. Our solution, 
based on wearable biosensors, is built for that exact purpose. It is our objective 
to expand the reach of biosensors beyond the health and the fitness indus-
tries, where they have already proved their added value. With this objective 
in mind, we have created a full real-time environment (sensors, network and 
algorithms) that provides our costumers fine-grained rich data about the usage 
of their products. The environment is customizable to different application 
domains, and can provide tailored visualization mechanisms. Our solution goes 
far beyond conventional solutions such as questionnaires and interviews, which 
provide partial and subjective data, and social media, which is full of noise. 

Our first focus has been the performing arts (e.g., National Theatre of China), 
but we are interested in expanding our reach to other application domains such 
as television, advertisement, music and FMCG industries. We offer our environ-
ment, which it is easy to deploy and customizable, and our know-how, based on 
several years of academic research and continuous international collaboration 
with big partners in various projects. Interested partners will be expected to 
share their knowledge about the application area and to provide initial 
exploratory funds. Better understanding user experience in real time is a 
challenge, which requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Our technology is a 
cornerstone in such pursuit, providing the right infrastructure and environment 
to gather meaningful data from the users.

Chen Wang, student, 
Centrum Wiskunde en Informatica
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WildCAT

Collect  data ...

Data analysis ...

Prevention briefings

Prevention briefings based on data analysis

WildCAT: The Wildlife Criminal Analyst Toolbox
Markets for endangered wildlife products are placing enormous pressure on 
the world’s biodiversity. Moreover, they are providing criminal enterprises with 
enormous sums of money and undermining the rule of law. Our idea, WildCAT 
(Wildlife Crime Analyst Toolbox), would help integrate crime analysis into the 
daily operations of wildlife law enforcement agencies. WildCAT is premised on 
the idea that ‘Reporting is dead’.
Rather than reports summarizing ranger performance and poaching statistics, 
commanders need strategies and intelligence that are crime, place and time 
specific. WildCAT would provide enforcement units with sophisticated analytic 
software that is low-cost and user friendly. The WildCAT consortium offers 
organisations which own, collect or manage wildlife and wildlife-crime related 
data the opportunity to increase the value of their data collections - and thus 
support their mission- by making it available to law enforcement and other 
agencies on the frontline against wildlife crime. The WildCAT consortium offers 
commercial companies the opportunity to express their Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility by making their tools and/or expertise freely available to support 
law enforcement agencies in their fight against wildlife crime. While sponsor-
ships like these will be acknowledged on our websites, companies gain access 
to compelling case studies which may be used for public relations management 
and marketing.

Andrew Lemieux of the Netherlands Institute 
for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement 
(NSCR) with Hugo Koopmans and Jan Kees 
Schakel of Sensing Clues have formed a 
partnership to develop WildCAT. The three have 
extensive experience working with analytics for 
law enforcement purposes.

My BioMed-Xplorer
People can be at risk of gradually developing serious diseases, such as diabetes 
type 2 and heart disease. Many risk factors for each disease are known (lack of 
exercise, consuming unhealthy food, and gene inheritance). Early detection/
treatment of diseases can reduce severe complications. Bringing awareness and
insight about these benefits all stakeholders and society. The (bio)medical field 
of research is vast, dynamically evolving with discoveries and investigation of 
hypotheses. The U.S. National Library of Medicine’s bibliographic database 
MEDLINE, contains over 22 million publication citations. Due to size and growth 
of this knowledge, extraction/provision of relevant information for its stake-
holders is challenging, causing either an overload or starvation on their targets. 

My-BioMed-Xplorer gathers, clusters, and integrates knowledge about diseases, 
risk factors, medications, and their semantic inter-relationships, from variety 
of authoritative sources: research publications, health news, guidelines, and 
experts’ developed disease meta-models. It unobtrusively collects information 
about individuals’ health and daily personal habits through smart phones/wear-
able devices. It then provides effective tools: customized Health- Magazines, 
recommending personalized news/articles based on each individual’s condition; 
customized Patient-File for practitioners, recommending literature relevant to 
patients conditions; and graphical Explore-Interface for researchers, to assists 
validating hypotheses (risk factors, medication), on disease meta-models, by 
providing ranked collection of relevant peer publications. Challenges of inform-
ation inter-linking, clustering, integration, analysis, extraction, and ranking, 
from heterogeneous and autonomous sources/devices are resolved, while 
provenance and privacy are preserved. There is no information centralization, 
knowledge available through Linked Open Data cloud is exploited, and semantic 
triple-based querying enables customized searching of information graphs.

Mohammad Shafahi & Hamideh Afsarmanesh, Researcher Science / IvI / FCN, 
University of Amsterdam
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ChoosEAT: A Semantics-based Interactive
Food Menu

Imagine you enter a restaurant, at the entrance you are welcomed by a screen 
or a person to choose your meal based on your personal conditions and 
preferences, rather than what they offer from the menu. Restaurant guests, 
upon registering, will get a code so they can also order from everywhere and at 
anytime.
Our semantic-based interactive food menu called ChooseEAT can provide this 
service globally for all restaurants.

If people register, they may already order during the day or a couple of days in 
advance. In the menu screen, instead of different foods, you can choose your 
meal preferences, any special medical condition, diet or cuisine, etc. Based 
upon your choices, our smart software decides what foods fit your situation 
better.
After you selected your desired type of food, your personalized meal will be 
prepared and served. This dream can come true if we interlink data from the 
restaurant menu and user inputs with all available data on ingredients, nutri-
tional facts and other health relevant resources, using semantic web techno-
logies. Offering a menu comprised of a full range of healthy entries might not 
be diverse enough to fulfill everyone’s taste. A restaurant where clients can 
ultimately order what they like based on their age, taste and physical condition 
would be an optimal place. Our idea can change the way restaurant treats their 
clients, offering them the menu asking what they want, instead, they ask their 
clients about their conditions and desires and prepare the meal accordingly.

ChooseEAT:	A	Seman/cs-based	Interac/ve	Food	Menu	
Imagine you enter a restaurant, at the entrance you are welcomed by a screen or a person to 
choose your meal based on your personal conditions and preferences, rather than what they 
offer from the menu. Restaurant guests, upon registering, will get a code so they can also order 
from everywhere and at anytime. Our semantic-based interactive food menu called ChooseEAT 
can provide this service globally for all restaurants. If people register, they may already order 
during the day or a couple of days in advance. In the menu screen, instead of different foods, you 
can choose your meal preferences, any special medical condition, diet or cuisine, etc. Based 
upon your choices, our smart software decides what foods Þt your situation better. After you 
selected your desired type of food, your personalized meal will be prepared and served. This 
dream can come true if we interlink data from the restaurant menu and user inputs with all 
available data on ingredients, nutritional facts and other health relevant resources, using 
semantic web technologies. 

Ali Khalili is a postdoctoral researcher working at knowledge 
representation and reasoning group, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 
He got his PhD in computer science from University of Leipzig 
where he worked on Semantic Web Human Interaction and its 
applications for life sciences.
Bita Sedaghati is a pharmacist and a pharmaceutical technology 
researcher Þnalizing her PhD at University of Leipzig. She is 
interested in utilizing knowledge graphs to improve the quality of 
health care services.

	Ali	Khalili	and	Bita	Sedagha/	

Ali Khalili is a postdoctoral researcher working at knowledge representation and 
reasoning group, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. He got his PhD in computer science from 
University of Leipzig where he worked on Semantic Web Human Interaction and its
applications for life sciences.

Bita Sedaghati is a pharmacist and a pharmaceutical technology researcher finalizing 
her PhD at University of Leipzig. She is interested in utilizing knowledge graphs to 
improve the quality of health care services.
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Sharood
Sharood is an app that connects people via food. Users earn “Cookies” (the 
virtual currency units of the app”) when they share what they cooked, which 
they to eat for free next times. Sharood has been used in a campus to enhance 
the community, to integrate refugees and to make live more convenient for 
people. Sharood can help connect people that otherwise would never meet 
although they share the same space.
We would like to do pilot tests in companies, collaborate with institutions 
(NGOs, government, private sector) for the integration of refugees within cities 
and experiment new approaches in different areas.
For disadvantaged areas: Sharood offers a way to share the food within an 
area without actual money. This allows people to “store” food by having virtual 
currency units (“Cookies”) which they use when somebody has a small surplus. 
Sharood would be interested in seeing implementation happening in those 
areas to be useful for more people and to your organization. Sharood can help 
with loneliness problems in your community, social smart cities and general 
networking within an area. 

www.sharoodapp.com

Axel Meta. Sharood is an interdisciplinary team 
(Anthropology, Physics, Cognition and Mathematics) 
based at the Amsterdam Science Park.

GeoBoards
What if, where ever you are in the world, you can point your smart phone 
around you and relevant information is magically displayed onto landmarks? 
What if you want to leave a sentimental note on a landmark?
This can soon all be done with the help of emerging smart phone depth sensing 
cameras. Our idea is to implement the platform that exploits these new hard-
ware capabilities and allow anyone to virtually place sticky notes anywhere. 
Information will be, literally, where you want it and when you want it. 

I’m a postdoctoral researcher at the university of Amsterdam within the 
systems and networking group. My research interests are data-centric 
distributed systems thus the ability to scatter data around in a virtual world is 
quite interesting.

Reginald Cushing, Researcher IvI, University of Amsterdam
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We help bring patients and health providers 
closer together

Dr. Dirk Ubbink; Principal Investigator of 
Amsterdam Medical Center. 
Irene Veth; Content development. 
Nanette Stevens; Research. 
Renske de Bruine; Sets out the strategy for 
MOUNT and is responsible for the day-to-
day operation.

The patient will forget 80% of the information told by healthcare providers, such 
as doctors and nurses, during a consultation. The remaining 20% of the inform-
ation is remembered incorrectly. Unfortunately, healthcare providers have too 
little time to inform their patient more extensively. Therefore, the patient is not 
fully able to take part in the decision-making process as an equal partner. This is 
even a larger problem for patients that have more than one treatment option, 
as different patients value the benefits and harms of each option differently.
MOUNTs’ solution to shared decision making are Digital Decision Aids (DDA’s). 

DDA’s describe the treatment options available and help patients to understand 
these options, as well as the possible benefits and harms. This allows patients 
to consider the options from a personal perspective (e.g. how important are the 
possible benefits and harms are to them) and supports them to participate in 
making a treatment decision as an equal partner.
MOUNT DDA’s are linked to the Electronic Health Record-system of healthcare 
institutions. Therefor it efficiency and effectiveness into the healthcare system: 
Time is one of the most valued commodities in modern medicine. According 
to scientific research, shared decision making can be timesaving when decision 
aids are distributed prior to an appointment. It prevents patients misconcep-
tions picked up from the Internet and other sources, which often requires time 
to clarify. More informed patients ask better questions, which can also increase 
healthcare provider satisfaction.

Ideas in the IT sector Ideas in the IT sector
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Innovative ideas in life sciences and 
medical sector

Take it to the max: personalized drug testing
on human blood vessels

Medical drugs often have, next to delivery issues, massive side-effects, 
minimizing the potential to reach final use for successful disease treatment. 
Nowadays, only animal models are used for drug testing. Needless to say, this 
raises objections within the society. In addition to that, it becomes more and 
more clear that animal models differ a lot in several aspects from humans. 
Therefore, it is unwanted to continue with such testing models, both from 
a moral and scientific perspective. We offer a drug-testing model, based on 
human material that otherwise would be discarded. Drugs can be tested on 
negative side-effects, e.g. vascular homeostasis and leakage, the major side-
effect complications. Also, drug-delivery efficiency can be tested using this 
humanized protocol. Future testing would allow replacing the inner vessel-cells 
for patient-specific vascular cells, thereby opening the potential for personalized 
drug-testing. This way, patientspecific vessels can be used to test the response 
to specific drugs. Also isolation of intact vessels from patients is among the 
possibilities. We foresee that our protocol can be standardized and implemen-
ted in general hospitals for local drug-testing on patientspecific tissues.

Vessel luminal 
side 

EC/SMC/PMN 

* * * * 
* 

* 

a b 

GRAPHICS: 

 
 Figure. Image a shows luminal surface of the isolated 
vessel, with adherent neutrophils (arrows). Image b 
shows 3D-image of endothelial cells (EC) stained in 
red, smooth muscle cells (SMC) in cyan and 
neutrophils (PMN) in green. Some neutrophils have 
crossed the endothelial barrier (asterisks). Arrows 
indicate potential docking structures.  

 
 

Figure. Cross-section of the umbilical cord, showing 2 arteries and one 
vein (arrowhead).  

 

 

 

 

Figure. Example of cannulated umbilical vessel, taken with 
light microscopy. Use if the multi-photon microscope will 
allow detailed imaging of cellular processes at the luminal 
side of the vessel wall. Processes such as leukocyte 
transendothelial migration and vascular integrity by 
means of permeability can be assessed.  

Both applicants have a strong background 
in vascular biology and are independent 
young and enthusiastic research group 
leaders.

Dr. Jaap D. van Buul works at Sanquin 
Research on how leukocytes cross the vessel 
wall, and Dr. Stephan Huveneers works 
at the Amsterdam Medical Center on the 
integrity of the vessel wall. 
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Automating Transparent Reporting of 
Biomedical Research

The problem - Biomedical research publishing is characterized by highly 
selective reporting of preferred outcomes. Statistically significant findings are 
highlighted, while neutral findings are often not reported at all. As a result, 
the current body of scientific evidence is skewed towards particular (positive) 
findings. Neutral or negative findings often remain in the file drawer. This bias 
against neutral findings wastes resources and jeopardizes patient care through 
the following chain: suppression of neutral findings > needless repetitions & 
skewed body of research evidence > reviews of the literature > clinical decision 
guidelines > patient care, where > stands for “leads to”. 
This story has another dark side: selective suppression of adverse events. 
Finally, the undisclosed insertion of unplanned outcomes is also common (see 
www.compare-trials.org).

The solution – All research ideas (study protocols) that require either external 
funding or ethics approval are brought under a new system that we develop. 
It consists of a smart text mining component, employs the latest international 
standards for reporting requirements (see www.equator-network.org) and 
exploits the recent sharp increase in funders’ willingness to nudge researchers 
into the right behaviors such as full and transparent reporting of all outcomes 
(see www.thelancet.com/series/research).

Our team consists of a physician-
epidemiologist (Gerben ter Riet, Academic 
Medical Center), an information and know-
ledge management expert (Ronald Baan), a 
physician-medical informatics expert (Derk 
Arts), a research integrity expert/methodologist 
(Lex Bouter), a deep text understanding expert 
(Roser Morante Vallejo) and a marketing and 
sales manager (Marcel Henriquez).
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MicroRNA-124-3p as a biomarker to identify 
which smoking individuals are at increased 
risk for atherosclerosis

In spite of the indisputable evidence that smoking is a huge cause of cardiovas-
cular disease (CVD), still many individuals have not stopped smoking. Because 
there are some examples of smokers that do not develop cardiovascular dis-
ease, some individuals are prone to think that they will remain free of disease 
despite all odds. At present, it cannot be predicted which smoking individuals 
will develop CVD, since the mechanism in which smoking causes atherosclerosis 
still remains largely unknown.

My name is Maurice de Ronde and I am a PhD student and MD at the Academic 
Medical Center in Amsterdam. Together with a team consisting of a medical 
doctor/epidemiologist and 2 basic researchers, we have dedicated ourselves in 
the past few years to finding microRNAs (small regulators of gene expression) 
that can be used as biomarkers to identify CVD at an early stage.

In our most recent study, we discovered a biomarker (miR-124-3p) that can 
identify which smoking individuals are at particular risk for atherosclerosis. 
We propose to explore whether this marker could be useful as a biomarker to 
identify those smoking individuals that will benefit from preventive medicine 
and provide these individuals with a strong motivation to stop smoking. Besides, 
we also propose to develop an anti-miR, to be able to block the adverse effects 
of smoking induced by this miRNA, hereby providing a therapy for patients with 
severe atherosclerosis but still have difficulties with smoking cessation.

Maurice de Ronde, PhD student and MD
Vascular Medicine/Epidemiology, 
Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, 
Academic Medical Center

Stability: the key to the first effective 
HIV vaccine

HIV-1 remains a major threat to public health and a vaccine providing full 
protection is not available. One particular issue for the use of vaccines in the 
third world, is costs of refrigerated shipment, necessary to keep the heat-labile 
vaccines intact. Learning from how extremophile organisms adapt to extra-
ordinarily hot environments, we designed a highly stable HIV-1 subunit vaccine 
by increasing the number of disulfide bonds present in its envelope proteins 
that still preserves its structure up to 92 degrees Celsius. This development 
represents a unique opportunity to tackle the problem of vaccine efficacy and 
distribution, making it available all over the world without depending on cold 
chain transportation and storage. At least as important, the increased stability 
will improve the chance of a vaccinated person to generate effective, 
neutralizing antibodies, which can even target viruses from different subtypes, 
thus giving broad protection to the patient. Not only will this allow a highly 
stable vaccine world coverage, maintaining its potency and efficacy without 
using refrigeration distribution but it would also represent a big step towards 
preventing HIV spread and possible eradication in a long-term perspective.

Steven de Taeye and Alba Torrents de la Pena, are 
both PhD students in the group of Rogier Sanders at the 
Department of Medical Microbiology of the 
Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam.
In pursuit for an HIV-1 vaccine we have designed a HIV-1 
subunit vaccine with superior stability and protection 
properties based on the trimeric HIV-1 envelope 
glycoprotein, due to the introduction of disulfide bonds 
that efficiently stabilize the HIV-1 Env trimeric structure.
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eLearning: a tool for acces to scientific 
education

Access to academic education is currently limited to universities where educa-
tion is progressing with the speed of scientific research. Although secondary 
education is preparing students for academic education, knowledge about 
current understanding is rare or outdated. Although less extreme, the same 
holds true for vocational education.

	

Sjirk Zijlstra, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Athena Institute

Developing the MAPPING-app

With the growing developments in medicine, more and more complex 
interventions have become available.
This means that usually more than one treatment option is available for many 
medical disorders. In these cases, patients can and should have a voice in the 
treatment decision-making process. We aim to design a digital application that 
will help communicate with patients the risks and benefits of medical interven-
tions for their disorder, so that patients are enabled to participate in the treat-
ment decision-making process about their healthcare issues. This tool may be 
developed, extended and marketed by the developer and fine-tuned for several 
disorders or conditions.

Dirk Ubbink (Principal investigator) &
Fabienne Stubenrouch, Surgery, Academic 
Medical Center
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The AMC blood protein production unit
Human blood proteins are in high demand for diagnostics, therapies or scientific 
research. However the safety, standardization and quality of currently produced 
blood proteins is limited and the costs are high. The bulk of the blood proteins 
are produced by the liver. However, until now it was not possible to bring liver 
cells to stable and high production of blood proteins.
We are developing a new platform that will produce a concentrated mix of 
blood proteins normally produced by the liver. The basis for this product lies in a 
combination of:

1. the human liver cell line HepaRG with the highest liver functionality 
presently known
2. a modification of the cell line making it possible to maintain the cells 
in culture medium free of fetal calf serum
3. a bioreactor (a bio-artificial liver) that increases maturation of the cell 
line and allows the medium to be 10-fold more concentrated compared 
to conventional culture platforms
4. a technology suitable for further scale-up

 
This way we realize a new approach for safe, highly standardized, and economic 
production of blood proteins.

Academic Medical Center: 
-Experimental Surgery/Tytgat Institute, experts in 
bioartificial liver (Rob Chamuleau, Vincent van der 
Mark, Ruurdtje Hoekstra)
-Clinical Genetics, experts in the role of complement 
system in neurological disease (Kees Fluiter, Frank Baas)

AMC-spin-offs:
- Regenesance BV, (Frank Baas, CSO, and Robert Jan Lamers, CEO)
- Hep-Art Medical Devices BV (Rob Chamuleau, CSO, Eric van der Aa, CEO)

Ideas in life sciences and medical sector Ideas in life sciences and medical sector

Tick removal trainer (TekenTrekTrainer/TTT)
Ticks transmit the Borrelia bacteria that causes Lyme disease. When bitten by 
a tick prompt removal is essential and incorrect or late removal increases the 
chance of contracting Lyme disease. In order to learn people how to remove 
ticks correctly, we have developed a training device which enables people to 
practice the removal of ticks. The result of this process is a plastic console which 
features an imitation skin. The shape of the console forces the imitation skin 
in a curved position. The imitation skin consists of a foam layer with a layer of 
transparent silicone on top. Stuck in the layer of silicone are twenty 3D-prin-
ted imitation ticks. Pulling ticks out of the skin can be practiced by pulling the 
imitation ticks out of the imitation skin. The user can check whether he/she 
removed the correctly by looking at the imitation tick. When the imitation tick 
is intact after removing it, it has been removed correctly. Because the surface 
of the imitation skin is curved, some imitation ticks are easy to approach, while 
approaching and removing others requires more skills. The console can be used 
multiple times. That way, once all training ticks have been pulled out, the empty 
imitation skin can be replaced by a new one with imitation ticks.

Joppe Hovius, Researcher Internal Medicine; Infectious 
Diseases, Academic Medical Center
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HEAD 
Hydrocephalus Early Advanced Diagnostics

The current measuring method is error prone resulting in a delayed diagnosis 
and adequate treatment. Late diagnosis of hydrocephalus can result in 
devastating neurological deficits not only affecting newborn, its parents and its 
direct environment but also has a high burden on society due to lifelong direct 
and indirect costs.
Societal challenge: Our diagnostic solution in determining new onset 
hydrocephalus at an early stage is not only applicable in the modern western 
world but also can be enrolled in the upcoming economic countries.
Suggested solution: We propose HEAD, an innovative and accurate measure-
ment method in identifying new onset hydrocephalus in an early stage.

Dr. Hedy Folkersma, MD PhD. she is registered 
as a neurosurgeon and works as a staff mem-
ber at the Neurosurgical Center Amsterdam. 
Prof. dr. Jeroen de Mast, PhD. He is Associate 
Professor at the UvA and since 2011 he is 
professor at the Chair of Methods & Statistics 
for Operations Management at the Faculty 
of Economics and Business (UvA). Ir. Roberto 
Dijo, MSc.He is Global Lead Architect for Royal 
Dutch Shell, where he is involved in multiple 

Potentiation of a natural complement inhibitor 
by a monoclonal antibody to treat 
complement-mediated inflammatory diseases

Our idea offers a unique monoclonal antibody with therapeutic potential. We 
aim to treat patients with complement-mediated inflammatory diseases, such 
as aHUS and PNH.
These are rare diseases, but with major clinical impact. When proven effective 
in these conditions, application may be extended to more prevalent inflammat-
ory diseases in which complement activation is described to play a role, such as 
rheumatoid arthritis.

Diana Wouters, Researcher Immunopathology 
Research, Sanquin

HEAD 
Hydrocephalus Early Advanced Diagnostics 

3D FACIAL SCANNING 

EARLY DIAGNOSIS  EASY APPLICABLE  SELF IMPROVEMENT 

ENLARGED FOREHEAD 

DATA GENERATION 

projects such as defining strategies around infrastructure optimizations, Cloud Comput-
ing, business process improvements, developing of a LNG shipping Planning & Scheduling 
based on Optimized Decisions Management technics, and applying Cognitive Computing 
to business problems.
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Smelling bacteria in urine by electronic nose

Our research group at the department of Pediatric Gastroenterology and 
Pediatric Nephrology of the VUmc aim to validate the use of electronic nose for 
the analysis of urine. First, we want to research if by using the eNose we can 
accurately detect urinary tract infections and possibly differentiate between 
different pathogens.
Our hope is to introduce this innovative device in the common practice and 
further help effectively detect and treat UTI. If this principle proves effective, 
than urine analysis by eNose might be used in several other disease (such 
as metabolic disorder and pharmacological analysis) as well. Current clinical 
diagnosis of UTI depend on urine cultures, which can take several days. Early 
detection of UTI will contribute to more effective and targeted treatment, 
especially in those patients unable to report their symptoms (such as young 
children, mentally impaired patients, etc).

Niloufar Ashtiani works as a 5th year pediatric 
resident at the VU University medical center in 
Amsterdam. Together with drs. Tim de Meij,
pediatric gastro-enterologist and dr. Arend 
Bökenkamp, pediatric nephrologist, she initiated 
the eNose project. Their aim is to investigate
the possibilities for the use of electronic nose in 
the analysis of urinary tract infections. 
Early detection of urinary tract infections will lead 
to more effective and targeted treatment, which 

MiR-19b-1-5p as biomarker for aspirin 
insensitivity

Worldwide, aspirin is the most commonly prescribed platelet inhibitor after a 
cardiovascular event. Many patients, however, suffer from re-events that are 
thought to be due to platelet insensitivity to aspirin. The identification of a 
biomarker for the sensitivity of platelets to aspirin would help clinicians to 
predict whom of their patients is insensitive to aspirin, thereby providing an 
opportunity to customize therapy to the patient’s profile and decrease the num-
ber of re-events. In our study group comprising of both clinicians that deal with 
this problem and basic scientists, we aimed to identify a novel biomarker. We 
compared platelet microRNA profiles of healthy volunteers before and after the 
use of aspirin miRNA expression levels with in vitro platelet function measured 
in the same individuals. We discovered that aspirin-induced changes in expres-
sion of miR-19b-1-5p in vivo correlated strongly with the reduction in platelet 
aggregation after aspirin use. This finding was validated by qPCR in an extended 
cohort of 25 healthy individuals, which showed a significant positive correlation 
(ρ = 0.68; p<0.001) between the change in expression of miR-19b-1-5p and 
reduction of platelet aggregation. Thus, in healthy volunteers lower expression 
of miR-19b-1-5p after aspirin use is associated with the insensitivity of platelets 
for aspirin and could be used as a biomarker to identify patients at risk for 
re-events.

Maayke Kok, Researcher, Medicine, Academic Medical Centeris of great importance especially in those patients who are unable to accurately report 
their symptoms (such as young children and mentally impaired patients).

miRNAs
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Is plaque rupture or plaque erosion the main 
cause of acute coronary syndrome: novel 
insights by state of the art intracoronary 
imaging techniques

Drs. N.W. van der Hoeven (27 years) is a Dutch research fellow at the 
Interventional Cardiology Department of the VU University Medical Center 
Amsterdam. During her medical training at the VU University she followed 
the Honors Program and as a student she started with scientific research at 
the department of cardiology where she published articles in high-ranked 
cardiology journals. In 2015 she started a PhD program under the supervision 
of Professor Niels van Royen, focusing on physiology of coronary 
hemodynamics and intracoronary imaging techniques in the setting of ACS. 

The research group at the VUmc uses state of the art cardiac imaging techniques to obtain more 
insight in the pathophysiology of coronary artery disease. Research is performed in close collabora-
tion with expert groups from the Academic Medical Center (Amsterdam), Imperial College (London) 
and Hospital Clinico San Carlos (Madrid).

I am Nina van der Hoeven, a MD and PhD research fellow at the department of 
cardiology (VUmc). My colleague Gladys Janssens has the same entitlements 
and Jorrit Lemkes is one of our interventional cardiologists highly involved in 
research. Prof. dr. van Royen is also an interventional cardiologist and an expert 
on the topics ACS, OCT and novel treatment options for these patients.

Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is despite many novel treatment options still 
the leading cause of mortality and morbidity globally. Current guidelines recom-
mend invasive strategy based on the GRACE-score for patients presenting with 
ACS without persisting ST-elevations. However in these guidelines there are no 
recommendations regarding the optimal therapy for patients presenting with 
TSTEMI. We hypothesize that in patients with STEMI, coronary occlusion is more 
frequently caused by rupture of a vulnerable plaque and thus large thrombus 
burden compared to TSTEMI.

Furthermore we postulate that in patients with TSTEMI the coronary occlusion 
is more frequently caused by plaque erosion with a small thrombus occluding 
the lumen. With invasive OCT measurements we can support this theory and 
might lead to a new therapeutic strategy, namely treating patients with NSTEMI 
or TSTEMI based on their plaque characteristics instead of clinical presentation. 
When thrombus load is minimal, administration of anti-thrombotic therapy will 
dissolve the thrombus and cause TSTEMI instead of STEMI. In these patients 
if antegrade blood flow is restored, it could be favorable to treat conservative 
with optimal medical therapy. More extensive research on this topic is highly 
necessary.

Ideas in life sciences and medical sectorIdeas in life sciences and medical sector
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Data mining to measure quality of care for 
patients with a psychotic disorder

In this project we aim to enhance quality of care for psychotic patients by 
electronic data mining. Psychotic disorders place a large burden on patients and 
society with sky high financial costs. So far, quality of care and with that patient 
safety of psychotic patients admitted to psychiatric hospitals has not been 
studied.
Prioritizing safety of care by a list of types and frequencies of adverse (drug) 
events is required to identify areas for improvement of the care process. Our 
goal is to transform the time consuming process of adverse event identification 
from the doctor’s and nursing notes into an electronic algorithm aiming for free 
text data mining from our electronic patient records. A requirement for the 
validity of the tool is the ability to interpret human written language. Expertise 
of natural language processing is obliged to successfully implement a tool that 
can extract adverse events. Therefore we ask for help from the artificial intelli-
gence industry.

Our team reflects relevant medical disciplines from a profes-
sional Early psychosis care team; prof. Lieuwe de Haan is a 
psychiatrist and head of the Early Psychosis Research 
program, dr. Mirjam van Tricht works as a General 
Health-psychologist and post doc researcher, Paul Doedens 
works as a nurse at our closed psychiatric ward and conducts 
research about aggression and seclusion as a PhD candidate 
and Jentien Vermeulen is awarded by the Academic Medical 
Center with a PhD Scholarship after obtaining her MD title in 
order to dedicate her research to quality of care for patients 
with a psychotic disorder.

Back to work and sports

Our goal is to successfully get individuals back to their work and/or sports. 
However, even though predefined variables for major clinical conditions in the 
locomotor system exist, an increasing number of patients that are declared 
physically healthy, does not return back to work/sports. Currently it is unknown 
which factors are associated with the risk of an unsuccessful rehabilitation.
Our approach focuses on individual assessment and identification of the injury 
and rehabilitation, including an extensive database of factors that influence the 
rehabilitation process witch incorporates psychological (emotions), physiological 
(stress/relaxation; skin conductance/heart rate) and work and/or sport-related
factors (achievements /efficiency). By making use of techniques available to 
the general public (web/ application), assessment of care could be done easily, 
readily and continuously providing both patients and practitioners with an 
objective, verifiable and transparent view of the rehabilitation process. 
Furthermore, by the use of gamification, motivation and engagement of both 
patient and practitioner should increase, which could result in a faster rehabilit-
ation process, an intensification of care per visit and a decrease in visits thereby 
leading to both an economic and scientific advantage over current methods.

Marleen van Doorn, Marijn Schuijer en Miriam Maan are currently enrolled in the Tesla 
Minor and will work for five months on a project that could advice ACES and the Coronel 
Institute on how to increase their collaboration, by sharing knowledge on evidencebased 
practises and evaluation methods, thereby focusing on improving health care by using a 
new and innovative method to evaluate rehabilitation using performance based 
measures.

Ideas in life sciences and medical sector Ideas in life sciences and medical sector
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The first smartphone application to track and 
quantify workouts in the gym

Freek Robbers, Student Faculteit der Gedrags- en 
Bewegingswetenschappen, Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam

The goal is to build the first smartphone-application capable of tracking 
workouts in the gym. To be more precise, the sensors embedded in a smart-
phone can be used to determine the mechanical power output during gym-
related exercises. The app will act as a fitness tracker for the gym. This summer 
the app will be released for the public. In addition, the app will be tweaked for 
physiotherapists and fitness-instructors.

The intelligent fat monitor: keeping track
of lean and obese blood vessels at home

Cardiovascular disease remains a major problem to our societies, and while 
cardiovascular death has declined, primary prevention is ineffective at present. 
Reasons for this are unhealthy lifestyles and especially increasing rates of over-
weight and obesity. My proposed solution is to develop a device capable of 
detecting and monitoring a specific type of fat tissue, wrapped around arteries 
and a proven regulator of the first steps towards artery clogging. I will call the 
device the “intelligent fat monitor”, or iFM, as it specifically monitors the fat 
tissue that is most important to your heart and vessels. Information obtained 
using this device will help healthy persons maintain healthy arteries, help health 
care professionals to prevent cardiovascular disease, and make people see their 
diet is working.

Born to a math teacher and an owner of a medium-sized high tech 
company, Etto Eringa is an assistant professor at the VU University 
medical centre and an expert on fat tissue. He has discovered “vessel 
fat” around small arteries, shown that it controls vascular health in 
healthy persons and mapped the changes in this fat tissue from the 
healthy to the unhealthy state in overweight and obesity. For this pur-
pose he has teamed up with biologists, medical doctors and imaging 
experts. Now, he wants to translate this knowledge into new ways 
to keep and make blood vessels healthy to prevent cardiovascular 
disease. To do so, develop the iFM and make society benefit from our 
discoveries he is seeking collaboration with healthcare companies.

Ideas in life sciences and medical sectorIdeas in life sciences and medical sector
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Mobile health in patients with congenital 
heart disease

There are 100,000 smartphone applications available, but not in use in clinical 
cardiology. There are countless technical options available, so technical develop-
ment is not to the limitation. It is, however, unknown which patients are eligible 
for mobile health and which parameters to monitor. Particularly patients with 
CHD seem suited for mobile health because they are young and have a chronic 
condition. Our solution is to use patient input for iterative smartphone applica-
tion development. We will set groundwork for an efficacy trial, a cost-effective-
ness analysis and data for insurance companies and policy makers. Insurance 
companies and policy makers are willing to pay for mobile health if it reduces 
expensive presentations at emergency department and hospital admission. 
Furthermore, a partnership gives access to medical professionals and there is 
a provision of health-oriented questions useful for Research and Development 
department and potential revenue on the application itself. 

Furthermore, a partnership increases sale of other products and a partnership 
results in opportunities in advertising or promotional media, exposure at 
(international) medical conferences (having up to 35,000 attendees) and 
exposition of the partner logo through social media activities, e-newsletter, and 
website. Furthermore, this partnership has the opportunity of exclusive (online) 
content such as ‘webcasts, webinars’ and potential medical professional appear-
ances on the partner behalf. 

The CONCOR group facilitates more than 13 years research on prevalence and clinical 
outcome and allows research on heart failure , arrhythmia and other late complications in 
patients with CHD. Professor B.J.M. Mulder is project leader. She currently is president of 
the Netherlands Society of Cardiology (NVVC) and past president of International Society for 
Adults with Congenital Heart Disease (ISACHD). 

Mark Schuuring (Academic Medical Center) developed the first version of CONCOR smart-
phone application (available in Apple Appstore, name: Concor).

Ideas in life sciences and medical sector

Potentially, results of our study can be combined 
with news and/ or special events. Lastly, this 
partnership has the opportunity to create a donation 
or volunteer program to support heart disease and 
the opportunity to provide equipment, services, 
technology, expertise or personnel. We have ideal 
surrounding to study CHD patients. We can offer 
nearly 16,000 patients included in CONCOR, a 
national database of these patients.

Ideas in life sciences and medical sector
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MaMaLoc: Magnetic Marker Localization for 
Breast Cancer Surgery

Over the past decades, breast cancer is increasingly diagnosed at an early stage, 
when tumors are still relatively small. This means we can offer patients 
improved treatment options and an improved prognosis. One of the key 
changes has been the switch from mutilating breast amputations to breast 
conserving surgery, in which only the tumor and a small rim of healthy tissue 
surrounding it is removed. 
However, finding and completely removing the tumor during breast cancer 
surgery is a big clinical challenge for these early-stage tumors. A localization 
technology is indispensable in helping the surgeon to excise the right tissue. 
Unfortunately, available technologies are either outdated, inaccurate and pa-
tient unfriendly (wire-guided localization) or suffer from poor adoption due to 
regulatory complexities (radioactive seed localization).
MaMaLoc (Magnetic Marker Localization) solves these disadvantages by provid-
ing an accurate and hassle-free magnetic localization marker to be used in com-
bination with our proprietary clinical magnetic detector platform. Apart from 
greatly improved surgical convenience and logistical and regulatory flexibility, 
the use of the MaMaLoc technology would improve cosmetic outcome and, in 
turn, quality of life for the women involved. 

The MaMaLoc technology was developed by technical 
physician B. Schermers MSc as part of his combined PhD at 
the Netherlands Cancer Institute (Amsterdam, Prof. T. Ruers) 
and the University of Twente (Enschede, Dr. Ir. B. ten Haken). 
The technology was developed in close co-operation with 
breast radiologists and breast surgeons that will ultimately 
use the technology. This fact, combined with the thorough 
technical input from the University offered us the ability to 
develop a technology that is both feasible and has high 
clinical applicability. 

DOMI: Digital orthoptic measurements  
instrument

In 2% to 5% of children the eyes are not properly aligned. This is called Strabis-
mus, or squinting. It is important to diagnose squinting at a young age, because 
untreated squinting may lead to blindness of one eye, or the disability to see 
depth properly. Any child, older than 6 months, whose eyes are not working 
together properly, should be diagnosed and treated.

Young children, however, typically do not sit still for longer than a minute, 
making it sometimes a challenge to examine them medically. The characteriz-
ation of squinting is a cumbersome examination. It requires full co-operation 
from the patient, and the patient’s head should not move. We have found an 
elegant solution to measure the eyes’ misalignment automatically and without 
need to restrain head movement.

Our method, dubbed DOMI (digital orthoptic measurements instrument), is 
based on the use of the latest eye-tracking technology combined with smart 
visual stimuli. With DOMI it is possible to determine many of the properties of 
the visual system of an individual objectively, automatically and using almost 
natural viewing conditions. We have developed such stimuli to measure the 
strabismus angles in young squinting children and in squinting adults, and also 
to measure their acuity.

Bob van Dijk, Rene van Rijn & 
Jacqueline Krijnen
Researchers Physics and Medical 
Technology, VUmc
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Health Rover (HERO): Evidence Based Practice 
at the fingertips of every health care 
professional

A major challenge in healthcare is providing evidence based practice, tailored to 
the patients’ needs and requirements. The HERO technology provides real time 
feedback on entries made in the EHR by the health care professional to enable 
the professional. To achieve this the technology combines Big Data analysis
techniques with up to date scientific knowledge. HERO is a cloud service and 
can easily be connected with other EHR vendors. Third parties may find differ-
ent market opportunities in partnering up with the HERO consortium. By parti-
cipating they support the creation of a next level EHR not yet to be found in the
Netherlands. Opportunities in further development could be to integrate auto-
mated support in shared decision making or creating smartphone sollutions.

Edwin Geleijn is a physiotherapist and innovation broker at VUmc. 
In his role as chair of the Onconet foundation he created an idea to 
enhance the capabilities of physiotherapists concerned with the care 
for cancer patients. The HERO consortium already brings researchers, 
entrepreneurs and healthcare professionals from different institutions 
and companies together. Suman Das, Researcher, Department of Integrative 

Neurophysiology, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Probing and protecting emotionally vulnerable 
children from stress

Evidence suggests that the brain is most vulnerable between age 4 – 14 years. 
Children and adolescents of this age group spend a large part of their time in 
the school or in outdoor activities. External environment, meanwhile, brings 
several psychosocial challenges to them. Currently, monitoring of emotional 
stress level of a person within a group is immensely challenging, though there is 
a pressing demand for that. The goal is to provide a smart wrist-band 
(eMometer) to assess and indicate psychological stress level of an individual 
from a group. The device will alert an emotional vulnerable state of a child to 
the parents/ teachers without waiting for the child’s explanations. Emotional 
states will be predicted by measuring stressors dependent change in skin con-
ductance. The skin is purely innervated by the sympathetic nervous system and 
devoid of any parasympathetic innervations. Therefore, change in skin conduct-
ance provides emotional states of the subject. My device will have a unique and 

important property of measuring skin 
conductance from both the hands simul-
taneously. Combining heart rate and skin 
conductance, the device will predict emo-
tional states more precisely and accurately. 
Furthermore, dorsal and ventral piezo-electric 
pressure-sensors will indicate proper attach-
ment of the device and blood-circulation to 
the hand. Altogether, the device fits perfectly 
to children and adolescents. In conclusion, 
the device has a wide range of applications 
in the field of child care and development. 
Specifically, this device opens a new avenue 
to combat with stress related emotional detri-
mental states in children and adolescents.
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Applying histatin1 to improve integration of
dental implants and to prevent infection

Infection is a common cause for implant failure and may even result in the loss 
of bone. Furthermore, managing soft tissue is an important parameter to obtain 
good aesthetics. Hst1 can improve attachment of soft tissue and bone cells to 
dental im- plants as it promotes the cell-substrate adhesion. This rapid soft 
tissue integration is important to seal off the lower part of an implant, thereby 
preventing infection.Moreover, Hst1 may shorten the period between placing 
the implant and loading it with a replacement tooth. Hst1 may also facilitate 
more rapid re-attachment of the bone cells to the implant after bone loss due 
to infection. Conventional techniques to improve soft tissue integration and 

Jan Stap & Irene van Dijk, 
Academic Medical Center

osseointegration are based on 
modifications of implant design, 
surface topography and  
chemistry. 

An advantage of the method 
described here is that it can be 
combined with existing tech-
niques.An attractive option, be-
cause an additive effect can be 
achieved. Toxic side-effects are 
not to be expected, since Hst1 
is a peptide naturally present 
in the human body. Hst1 could 
be administered by injection to 
give a burst release or, alternat-
ively, techniques are available 
to obtain a slow release of Hst1. 
It’s not necessary to apply Hst1 
as a coating; an advantage since 
there are several complications 
related to the use of coated 
implants.
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The Quixote Collective
We are Ilse and Myrte, two MSc students at the UvA and members of the Tesla 
Minor cohort of 2015. After Tesla, where we learned to apply our scientific 
skills and knowledge to problems in a societal and business context, we were 
so enthused and inspired by the projects we’d worked on that we decided to 
create our own ‘Tesla’, a cooperative of young professionals who want to work 
on projects that they are passionate about, that make a positive change in their 
environment or society, and over which they can keep creative and intellectual 
control. By forming a cooperative with a unifying mission, these independent 
young professionals can work together, support each other, and achieve more. 
Our name? The Quixote Collective.

Myrthe Vos & Ilse van der Linden, Students 
Institute of Interdisciplinary Studies, University of 
Amsterdam.

Innovative ideas in other areas
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Save your hearing with the Noise Notifier
The number of individuals with hearing loss or damage due to exposure to loud 
music is immense (estimate of 1 million in the Netherlands) and the associated 
health-related costs amount to many billions.
The goal of this proposal is to design and evaluate the effectiveness of an 
attractive and relatively cheap wristband that alerts wearers of sound levels 
above a critical level. Two easy to remove and replace earplugs will be attached 
to the wristband. A sound level meter will be placed inside the wristband and 
as soon as the sound level rises above a certain level, the wristband starts to 
vibrate, alerting the wearer that it is time to put in the earplugs. In this way, the 
alert signal uses the tactile sensory channel, which is not already overloaded, in 
contrast to vision and hearing. The wristband should be designed in such a way 
that it will be seen as a cool gadget and as a means of showing awareness of 
hearing risks.

Prof. dr. Astrid M.L. Kappers and 
dr. Wouter M. Bergmann Tiest work at 
the Department of Human Movement 
Sciences at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 
Both have a background in experimental 
physics and have many years of exper-
ience in human perception research, in 
particular haptic (touch) and visual 
perception.

Ideas in other areas

Green Gold
The natural peatland in the rural area surrounding the city of Amsterdam has 
been degrading since the introduction of the polders. Natural peatlands need a 
high water level in order to be sustained. Without the high water level the peat 
slowly compacts, which is detrimental to the land and the surroundings.
Since medieval times, the Amsterdam rural area has already subsided more 
than 5 meters. Furthermore the amount of CO2 released by this process has 
a tremendous impact on global warming. Code red is the current status of the 
groundwater quality of this region; this is due to the fact that the destroyed 
natural peatlands used to have the unique ability to filter the water via a 
powerful symbiosis of plants, bacteria and fungi. With the following idea we 
want to provide the city of Amsterdam an opportunity to increase the amount 
of nature, reduce CO2, improve the water quality, reduce processing cost of 
wastewater and restore the natural peatlands with one solution. The idea is to 
use the wastewater of the city to create peatlands that filter the water and with 
it create a unique ecosystem in which the city plays a crucial integrated part.

Tijmen Bakker & Mirjam Heijnemans
The team is part of the Tesla minor of the University of Amsterdam, in collaboration 
with Commonland.

Ideas in other areas
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SciPost: a community-run scientific 
publication portal

SciPost offers a community-run, two-way open access publishing portal. It 
addresses shortcomings in the refereeing and editing stages as perceived 
throughout the scientific community in the current versions of open access 
publishing and peer-review processes.
Additionally, it provides a currently non-existing service by collecting links to 
publically available theses and by providing a platform for commenting and 
open discussion on any type of scientific publication.
It should be stressed that the SciPost initiative is firmly based on a not-for-profit
philosophy, and is thus incompatible with commercial profit-making.

Jean-Sébastien Caux, Joost van Mameren, 
Jasper van Wezel, Researchers, Institute of 
Physics, University of Amsterdam

Discerning Thermostat

Current smart thermostats compare customers to each other and show the 
result as feedback to them.
However, usually customers find excuses to explain why their usage is more 
than average, e.g.: my house is much bigger than average. On the other hand, 
smart thermostats give warnings to the customer when their usage is higher 
than estimations/ or their own history. However, it is difficult for customers to 
understand the reason behind this higher usage. By combining this idea and the 
very generic data that is collected by thermostats, it is possible to understand 
the properties of the house and also (some of) the behavior of customers in 
using the energy. This helps to compare the usage of a customer with those 
who have very similar houses (e.g. same heat capacity). Moreover, in the case 
of discovering a significant increase in usage, it will be possible to diagnose 
the reason and send it to the user as a warning. An important property of this 
method is that it doesn’t require explicit information from customer.

Seyed Amin Tabatabaei, PhD Student. Michel Klein, Assistant Professor. 
Jan Treur, professor of Artificial Intelligence

Ideas in other areas Ideas in other areas
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Partners & Sponsors

Sanquin
Sanquin handles the blood supply in the Netherlands on a not-for-
profit basis, meeting the highest quality, safety and cost-effectiveness 
standards. Sanquin is a centre of expertise in the field of blood and 
conducts scientific and clinical research in the fields of transfusion 
medicine, haematology and immunology. This knowledge is applied 
to the development and manufacture of a variety of pharmaceutical 
products, diagnostic tests and services.

Amsterdam Science Park
Amsterdam Science Park has one of the largest concentrations in 
beta sciences in Europe and is a hub for research, innovation and 
entrepreneurship because of its world class research institutes, 
universities and more than 130 companies, from start-ups to 
multinationals. With over 10,000 students, scientists and entrepren-
eurs, the park offers excellent opportunities for research and busi-
nesses in ICT(infrastructure), Chemistry, Physics, Life Sciences, 
Advanced Instrumentation and Sustainability. Amsterdam Science 
Park is a joint development by the University of Amsterdam, the 
City of Amsterdam and the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific 
Research (NWO). www.amsterdamsciencepark.nl

Gemeente Amsterdam
The Amsterdam Metropolitan Area offers a unique business ecosys-
tem for international companies to set up business, and is already 
home to 2,700 established international companies and 1,100 
startups.
With easy access to continental Europe and its leading airports and 
seaports, a highly-educated workforce that excels at English, a favor-
able tax regime, special facilities for expats, and the world’s fastest 
internet exchange, Amsterdam is a modern, safe, and surprisingly 
affordable cosmopolitan capital.

AMOLF
FOM Institute AMOLF is a research laboratory of the Foundation 
for Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM), part of the 
Netherlands Organisation for Scienctific Research (NWO). AMOLF 
carries out fundamental research in the fields of Nanophoton-
ics, Molecular Biophysics, System Biophysics,  Photovoltaics and 
Designer Matter. The institute focuses on top-quality science and 
at the same time has on open eye to technological applications 
and innovations.  Knowlegde transfer to industry and society is a 
key element,  as well as training young, excellent scientists and 
technicians.

NKI-AVL
The Netherlands Cancer Institute is at the international forefront of 
cancer care and research for already more than a century. The unique 
combination of health care and scientific research within the same 
institute offers great benefit for cancer patients. Specialized cancer 
care professionals work together in multidisciplinary teams every 
day to set up and carry out treatment plans tailored to the needs of 
individual patients because no two tumors are alike. Cancer patients 
or people suspected of having cancer can come to our hospital, 
known as the Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, to make use of this personal 
approach and the state-of-the-art research and treatment facilities. 
The research institute employs more than 560 scientists investigating 
many aspects of cancer development, diagnosis, treatment and epi-
demiology. Scientists at the Netherlands Cancer Institute have excess 
to state-of-the-art research facilities supporting their basic, transla-
tional and clinical research. This scientific research could not be car-
ried out without the institutional support of the Dutch Cancer Society, 
the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport, the many research grants 
obtained by our researchers from (inter)national funding agencies, 
and the generous donations made by individuals that support our 
research program. The Netherlands Cancer Institute is the only OECI 
designated Comprehensive Cancer Center in the Netherlands. 
www.nki.nl and www.avl.nl.

Partners
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Rabobank Amsterdam
The Medici Desk of Rabobank Amsterdam specializes in 1st and 2nd 
line healthcare and innovation in health care. As financier, knowledge 
provider and network partner she actively encourages entrepreneur-
ship and innovation.
https://www.rabobank.nl/lokale-bank/amsterdam/

CWI
Founded in 1946, Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica (CWI) is the 
national research institute for mathematics and computer science in 
the Netherlands. It is located at Amsterdam Science Park and is part 
of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). The 
institute is internationally focused and renowned. Over 150 research-
ers conduct pioneering research and share their acquired knowledge 
with society. Over 30 researchers are also employed as professors 
at universities. The institute has generated twenty-three spin-off 
companies. ERAC

ERAC is a consultancy with over 20 years’ experience in designing, 
developing, implementing and assessing co-operative projects.

Our philosophy is: development + interaction = impact. Do you have 
an innovative idea and need other people to turn it into reality? Or 
would you like to co-operate with companies, knowledge institutions 
or government agencies to formulate your business case? Or do you 
need government assistance with issues such as financing? We are 
the partner you need!
Together with our partners, we can explore innovative concepts and 
transform creative ideas into commercial successes, scientific 
progress and sustainable co-operative ventures.

Partners

Startup Fest Europe
The Amsterdam Science and Innovation Award 2016 is part of Startup 
Fest Europe. 
Startup Fest Europe is an official event during the Dutch Presidency of 
the European Union. 
www.startupfesteurope.com

Nikhef
Nikhef is the National Institute for Subatomic Physics. Our research is 
aimed at particle and astroparticle physics. Scientists and technicians 
work together on research into the smallest building blocks of matter 
and the forces that act between them. These minuscule particles are 
studied in collision processes using large particle accelerators, includ-
ing those of CERN near Geneva, as well as in interactions of high-en-
ergy cosmic particles in the Earth’s atmosphere or in seawater.

Sponsors
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